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Peter wins Best PKD Short Film at the 5th Annual Philip K. Dick
Science Fiction Film Festival 2017
Posted by Jane Topping on May 31, 2017 in Items of note, Things I am into, Things I am involved with, Things I have made
Thank you to Dan Abella, the PKD crew and to all the filmmakers I met this week. A superb festival… I’ve seen things you people wouldn’t
believe. No really, at one point I was surrounded by alien abductees…
Here’s a Facebook thang.
Now, how to wear those laurels..?
Recent Posts
Jane Topping, Newspaper or (Memoirs of a Spacewoman) – A No. 35 Project – Opens 12-6pm 8th Dec. 2018
The Influencing Machine – ngbk, Berlin – a secret peek…
Big Store (1999 or 2000)
Matter Matters – 2nd Nov. The Millom Palladium from 6.30pm
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